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About IEEE BRACU SB
IEEE Robotics and Automation Society started its journey on 27th May 2020.. RAS at BRACU
focuses on bringing the knowledge of robotics and automation to the doorsteps , where the
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experiences are made easier and available for everyone. This noble cause has been served under
the guidance of Dr. Md. Khalilur Rhaman, Advisor of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC and Mohammad
Shakhawat Hossain Fahim, Chair of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC. The chapter started its journey with 28
enthusiastic members and has been proactive in its operation even between the times of the
covid-19 pandemic excelling in providing skill development and creating opportunities in the filed
of robotics and automation for its members with high appreciation.

Words from the Counselor
“ IEEE Robotics and Automation Society added a new dimension to the IEEE Brac University
family. It opened the door of opportunities in the field of Robotics and Automation. The student
members at IEEE Brac University are now able to expand their range of knowledge and gain
experience in this prospect. IEEE RAS at BRACU is supervised by an expert group of people which I
believe can reach to outstanding heights. I wish all the very best for RAS at BRACU.”
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– Dr. AKM Abdul Malek Azad , Counselor, IEEE BRACU SB

Words from the Advisor
“ Technology is changing every day. New technologies are coming with the new possibility of
solving our daily life problems. At the same time fusion of different fields of science and
engineering are inventing amazing novelties. Robotics and Automations are the outcome
of such fusion. I strongly believe that student scientists will innovate with their vibrating neurons,
industry will deliver it to us, and our life will become easy and comfortable. My best wishes to the
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IEEE RAS BRACU Student Branch Chapter for getting directly involved with 4th Industrial revolution.
.”
– Dr. Md. Khalilur Rhaman , Advisor, IEEE RAS BRACU SBC

Words from the Chair
“ Alhamdulillah, It was an honor for me to being the first Chair of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC. This
position provided me opportunities to get out of the comfort zone and to step forward with
responsibility. I am thankful to the members of RAS BRACU for being tremendously cooperative
during this year of pandemic. Moreover, I am extremely grateful to the Advisor of RAS BRACU Dr.
Md. Khalilur Rhaman for his wonderful guidance and leadership through out the time. InshaAllah,
I hope and believe, IEEE RAS BRACU SBC will be recognized among the most vibrant Student
Branch Chapters through its activities.”
– Mohammad Shakhawat Hossain Fahim, Chair, IEEE RAS BRACU SBC
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Event 1 : RAS Parlance Episode 1:

moved to the theme of the webinar. He talked about the

Roles of Robotics in COVID-19 Pandemic

concept of robotics and automation and what these are all

by Mr. Abul Al Arabi

about and talked about the general concepts and the core
differences between a robot and a bot. After talking about
this part in detail, he mentioned about some robots that

IEEE BRACU SB & IEEE BRACU RAS SBC launched the

had played significant roles in pandemic times and how

webinar series related to robotics titles “RAS Parlance”

they had been influencing our life and also will do in

right after their establishment as a new chapter for IEEE

upcoming years like Disinfectant Robot, Sanitizer Robot,

BRACU SB. The first episode of the webinar series was held

UV Robot in Hospital, UAVs with disinfectants, Waste

on Friday, 19th June, 2020 on online platform ‘Google

Management Robot, Automated Floor Cleaner, Laboratory,

meet’ titled “Role of Robotics in Pandemic”.

therapy and Hospital Management Robot and so on. The
speaker also mentioned that so far more than 25 countries

The objective of the webinar basically was to reflect the

are using robots in this pandemic period, including usage

true definition of robotics along with how it is helping to

for public safety, public work, clinical care, critical

minimize the casualties we face during pandemics. The

infrastructure, laboratory and supply chain automation

main guest for the webinar was Abul Al Arabi, currently

and non-hospital care.

serving as Lecturer, Northern University, Bangladesh. He’s
also one of the founding committee members of IEEE RAS

Finally, the speaker stated that we have to respond equally

Bangladesh Chapter. He’s also serving as student activity

to the world's robotics to contribute to the 4th industrial

chair of IEEE Bangladesh section and secretary of IEEE

revolution, unless we may fall behind and suffer in the long

Bangladesh Chapter of current year. The whole webinar

run. In his conclusion, he gave us good news that IEEE RAS

has been hosted by Mohammad Sakhawat Hossain Fahim,

BDC has organized some Hackathon related to Covid-19,

Chair of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC. The session began with a

RAS global has provided the fund to RAS BDS, to help us

short introduction of the guest speaker, Abul Al Arabi by

fight against the pandemic in next years. The webinar

the host before fully handing over the stage to the speaker

ended with a question answer session from the students.

to conduct his speech. Mr. Arabi started his speech by
highlighting some of the activities IEEE RAS Bangladesh
Chapter has been doing over the past few years, including

Event 2 : Webinar on “Learn from the Xperts:

IEEE RAAICON, IEEE RAS HACKATHON-CyberPhysical,

Research and Curricular Activities”

Training on Motor Driving for Robotics Applications,

by Dr. Mohammad Kaykobad

Seminar on Control of Networked and Multirobot System
and so on.

IEEE BRACU SB along with IEEE RAS BRACU SBC organized
the event named “Webinar Series: Learn from the Xperts”

After that, he moved to the main topic, starting with the

on the topic “Research and Curricular Activities” on

idea of industrial revolution and technology. After sharing

Thursday, July 9th, 2020. The main speaker of the webinar

the recent activities and current membership status of

was one of the most popular figures of our country,

IEEE

RAS

BDS,

the

speaker

Professor
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Mohammad Kaykobad. Webinar was moderated by

Event 3 : Workshop on “Basics of Development Board

the Advisor of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC. In the webinar,

Programming and ROS”

Dr. Kaykobad mainly talked about how as a country
Bangladesh can prosper and the possible solutions for

This year IEEE BRACU SB & IEEE RAS BRACU SBC had

various problems we are facing as a nation.

organized a three-day long workshop over the basics of
development board and ROS over the mid July. The purpose
of the training program was to skill the tech enthusiast pupils

Firstly, he talked about the education system in

in their interested field of innovation, focused on the

Bangladesh, its current state according to his

development of projects based on Arduino and ROS.

perspective, point of concerns and positive steps to
be taken to solve the problems. One of the major

The workshop was held on 15th , 17th and 19th July

issues we are currently facing is lack of automation
sector and continuously failing to keep up the pace

and was initiated by three of the most capable members of

with the industrial revolution.

IEEE RAS; Mr. Razin Bin Issa, the former team leader of the
BRACU Mongol Tori Project, Mr. Firoz Wadud, the current
team lead of BRACU Mongol Tori and Mr. Hashib Ishalm, the

One of the solutions is to promote the products of

team lead of Network and Communication of the Mongol

our own country. In this way, new upcoming

Tori team. Together they tried to give the participants the

engineers would find it easy to seek for more jobs

hand to hand experience of using Arduino boards and as well

easily. Next, Dr. Kaykobad talked about our internal

as programming them through virtual open source

problems that we are currently facing as a nation,

simulation software, Tinkercad and finally making them way

including the traffic jam problem. He Kaykobad talked

capable to deal with those hardwired and create their own

briefly about the different usage of skills and

projects. Also, the participants were enlightened with the

knowledge that we can share for our own benefits.

differences between different programming languages like

Nowadays, there are students and others who gain so

Java, Python, C+, C++ etc. On the last day of the workshop,

much knowledge but they somehow fail to utilize

there was a segment related to Robot Operating System

them properly. For that, Dr. Kaykobad suggested to

(ROS), a very new concept for Bangladesh but widely used

participate

various

types

worldwide. ROS is a flexible framework for writing robot

of

software which is a collection of tools, libraries and

competition, doesn’t matter if it is as a team or

conventions that aim to simplify the task of creating complex

individual. It is essential for tasting the gain

and robust robot behavior across a wide variety of robot

knowledge in practical fields and helping to develop a

platforms.

very precious thing called skill, he said during the
latter part of the session. He ended his speech

All the participants were honored with certificates and IEEE

thanking each and every audiences present during

BRACU SB considers this event as an achievement as it

the session and also IEEE BRACU SB and IEEE RAS

satisfied the curious minds.

BRACU SBC.
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Event 4 : Webinar on “Remote Health Care System”

pointing out the issues and medicating them, while

by Dr. Ashir Ahmed

reducing the time and cost of public and private healthcare
and the distribution of drugs. It also brings patients closer

On 22th August 2020, IEEE BRACU SB along with IEEE RAS

to physicians and pharmacists, increasing the number of

BRACU SBC organized the 2nd episode of their series

diagnoses performed and the distribution of drugs needed,

webinar “RAS parlance” over the topic “Remote Health

improving prevention and control of general public health.

Care System” with Dr. Ashir Ahmed, where the speaker

Not only this, but also people in general can monitor their

tried to show us another picture of our country's

health status on a regular basis due to the rapid

healthcare system and the changes that are coming in

advancement of these health care systems.

future days.
In webinar, the speaker talked about some of the
Dr. Ashir Ahmed is an associate professor at the

revolutionary steps taken for the advancement of the

department of advanced information technology in Kyushu

healthcare sector in recent days and also in the past, that

University, Japan and director of GCC project in Grameen

have increased the connectivity between the sufferers and

Communications, Bangladesh. His research aims to

the medics. Having modern facilities while staying in the

produce and promote ICT based social services for the

other corner of the country has become possible due to

unreached community in the world. In 2007, he joined

the step like telemedicine. The speaker also addressed the

Kyushu University as a guest associate professor under the

importance of introducing AI in healthcare. Finally, they

research superstar program by Japan Science and

talked about developing a smart health kit for all the

Technology Agency. Through this program, hedeveloped a

doctors around the country and expected the involvement

joint collaboration with Grameen and Kyushu University

of future generations in this cause.

and produced numerous international projects e.g.
GramWeb (a village international projects e.g. GramWeb (a

Event 5 : IEEE DAY 2020 CELEBRATION:

village information platform), ePassbook (an electronic

Webinar on “Technology for a Better Tomorrow

gadget for the unreached community), $300 portable clinic

with IEEE” by Dr. Celia Shahnaz and Dr. Shaikh

and IGPF.

Anawarul Fattah

The future of healthcare is shaping up in front of our very

IEEE BRACU SB along with IEEE RAS BRACU SBC

eyes with advances in digital healthcare technologies, such

successfully organizes and conducts its long awaited and

as artificial intelligence, VR/AR, 3D-printing, robotics or

most anticipated event - “Technology for a Better

nanotechnology, evolving into a completely new concept

Tomorrow with IEEE: A Virtual Get Together” to cordially

where basic health care facilities and diagnosis and

mark the occasion of “IEEE Day 2020”. The event was

medication for several diseases has become possible

advocated and embraced by two of the most proficient,

remotely. Remote healthcare systems involve facilities like

prestigious and esteemed figures in the domain of IEEE; Dr.

telemedicine, remote patient monitoring systems, electro-

Celia Shahnaz - Professor, Department of EEE, BUET |

medical devices etc. that allow the doctors to perform a

Chair, IEEE Bangladesh Section & Dr. Shaikh A. Fattah -

thorough instrumental diagnosis,

Professor, Department of EEE, BUET | Chair, IEEE RAS
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Bangladesh Chapter. Both of them had strongly embraced
the opportunity and voiced their ideologies, perceptions
and aspirations with regards to IEEE during the event.
Dr. Celia Shahnaz commenced the initial phase of the
session by conveying her endorsement and appreciation
for the organization of such a high caliber event through
extensive collaboration and dedication. Dr. Celia Shahnaz
voiced a comprehensive narration of her involvement,
contribution and the numerous events of IEEE she partook
in. Additionally, she also spoke about the different existing
and constituting Chapters of IEEE Bangladesh Section, the
extensive development in membership growth over the
decades, the different honorary awards and few of the
most prominent and distinguished events organized by
different Chapters of IEEE Bangladesh Section and other
Sections all across the globe. Moreover, she had also
emphasized on the different potentialities and future
prospects of IEEE Bangladesh Section and its Chapters and
also

voiced

incentives

for

amplified

engagement,

collaboration and excellence. Finally, she concluded her
speech by sharing a few words of encouragement, wisdom
and appreciation. The second phase of the session was
voiced by Dr. Shaikh A. Fattah. He provided an overview of
his professional career which was followed by a short talk
regards different chapters in Bangladesh. There was a Q/A
session where enthusiasts were given the opportunity to
put their respective queries and interests forward which
were comprehensively addressed and clarified by the
honorable speakers.
Finally, Dr. Md. Khalil once more took the opportunity to
express his appreciation towards the honorable speakers
for their presence and esteemed voice. The session was
concluded by Vice Chair of IEEE BRACU SB, Synthia Hossain
Karobi.
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Figure: RAS Parlance : Episode 01, Knowledgeable speaker showing his achievements.

Figure: Learn From the Experts: Dr. Md. Kaykobad sir sharing his experiences.
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Figure: Workshop on Development Board : Attentive Participants and Expert Instructor .

Figure: RAS Parlance : Episode 02: Dr. Ashir Ahmed talking about Telemedicine.
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Figure: Dr. Celia Shahnaz Speaking at IEEE Day Celebration.

Figure: Dr. Md. Khalilur Rhaman Advisor of IEEE RAS BRACU SBC Sharing his thoughts .
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“Effort is all that matters”

IEEE BRACU SB, UB50105, 66 Mohakhali, Dhaka-1212, Bangladesh

